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Integrate

eReady - Energize your Fuel Terminals
eReady allows the integration of charging stations into your filling station infrastructure and makes your entry into
e-mobility a piece of cake. With the activation, you enable your fuel terminal to process the payment and authorization
of fuel pumps and charging columns at the same time.

In simple terms, eReady transforms electricity into a further fuel you
can offer at your filling station in the future. The authorization process
will be reliably processed at the charging stations via the Open Point
Charge Protocol.
As a provider of holistic solutions, we count on a consistent system and
the simple extension of the existing infrastructure. In this way, we allow
for the operation of fuel pumps and charging stations in mixed operation - with very low investment!

Ihre Vorteile
Fuel
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Functional Principle
1. The vehicle stops at the fuel pump or charging station.
2. An instruction leads to the fuel terminal.
3. The authorization of the refuelling or charging process is
performed at the fuel terminal.
4. After authorizing, the charging column and type of charge
is selected at the fuel terminal.
5. The vehicle is connected to the charging station at
the charging point, and the charging process is started.
6. When the desired charging level is reached, the charging
process at the fuel terminal is stopped and a
receipt is issued.
7. Now the connection between the vehicle and the charging station can be interrupted at the charging
point.

Entry into e-mobility with very
low investment
Easy extension of filling station
infrastructure
Fuel terminals HecVision Eco,
HecStar, HecFleet und Heconomy
control the authorization of fuel
pumps and charging columns
Communication via Open Charge
Point Protocol (OCPP 1.6)
Comprehensive after-sales service:
Support hotline, employee training
and repair centre

8. The vehicle continues its journey.
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